**YEAR IN REVIEW**

**KEY STATS**

- **Cluster Under Management**: 500+
- **Nodes Under Management**: 2245
- **Data Storage Under Management**: 2.6PB
- **Node Hours Experience**: 32M
- **Customers**: 200+

**Announced**

- Improved reliability and support for Microsoft Azure Managed Disks, the new storage type launched by Microsoft, designed to ease management and increase security and reliability.
- Support for AWS I3 Instance Types with our Apache Cassandra and Apache Spark Managed Service.

**Achieved**

- 20M Node Hours Under Management.

**Launched**

- Early Access Program for Managed Apache Kafka.

**Opened**

- Office in May.

**Announced**

- Immediate Availability of Managed Apache Kafka.

**Reached**

- 100 Production Customers.

**Update released**

- for Instaclustr's stable Analysis Tools for Apache Cassandra.

**Level Equity Lead**


**Built**

- Open Source Cassandra-Operator that runs and operates Apache Cassandra on Kubernetes.

**Launched**

- New company logo taking inspiration from our integrated technology stack.

**Released**

- Support for new Google Cloud Platform regions.

- 30M Node Hours Under Management.

**Participated in**

- AWS re:Invent.

**Thank You**

For all your support in 2018.